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Archangel Zadkiel speaks through Master Lady Kira Raa:
ALL that will be, and ALL that IS…has now…come forward. IT…IS…important for YOU
to re-cognize the importance of BEing in glorious connection. Glorious connection indeed!
Understanding Glorious Connection
IT…IS…important to re-cognize that as YOU ARE…to move forward now;
as YOU just keep going1 in the glorious re-cognition of ALL expanding consciousness,
from the many worlds that have come forward.
IT…IS…the time of great understanding.
In the time of the great understanding of the glorious connection that has come forth for thee,
with thee, and through thee, one must re-cognize that in this glorious connection, YOU do,
indeed, have the opportunity NOW to expand evermore. As we gaze into your heart centers,
so many have said:
“I shall open my heart... temporarily”, “I shall open my heart...in a minute”.
“I shall open my heart...for a weekend”, “I shall open my heart...let me do this first”.
We offer this to you because the time of the open heart cannot be within linear time.
The time of the open heart is consistently glorious, consistently open.
Does the heart ever question the truth of your own Divine Presence?
You see beloved ones, in the glorious re-cognition, of the understanding of the expansion of
the heart, anchored in the truth of the divine treasure of your wisdom, is the great expansion
of ALL energy. And, in the great expansion of ALL energy, you must re-member, re-connect,
and re-build. Indeed!
1

Direct reference to the previous lesson of this series. Lesson Seven: Just Keep Going.
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Why do we offer you this word re-build? We offer you this word because many of you, right
now, feel as if every-thing that you have built is no longer available.
Perhaps you have lost those close to you and wonder why you must start again. Perhaps you
are moving. Perhaps you are in new relationship. Perhaps you are in relationship that is
ending. Perhaps you are simply asking, why is everything stagnant?
IT...IS...important to re-cognize-- none of those energies are real.
As you are now in the expansion of this truth, (that none of those energies are real): in the re-cognition of
the Divine Presence of ALL that has ever been, in this understanding of your anchored heart,
you must be consistently glorious!
When you wake up, invite your-self to declare, “I AM consistently glorious”.
Are you able to gaze in a mirror and declare: “I AM consistently glorious.”
Are you able to look at your neighbor and see the truth of their Divine Presence?
Recognizing that THEY ARE consistently glorious. Can you recognize that ALL around you now
are offering you this gift?
Beloved children, as YOU…ARE…expansion, as YOU…ARE…moving,
as YOU…ARE…the energy of Divine Light that is working through the body of form,
of this world, your bodies of form of this world are all-ready changing.
The Divine Attributes
Many have rec-cognized this change, many of you have re-cognized this shift. There are great
shifts happening on many levels. Predominantly for many of you, these shifts are happening
as a cellular conversion to Crystalline Matrix energy.
Many ask, “How could this be? I am blood and tissue.”
If you say so! If you wish to be!
Are you able to gaze and re-cognize where you are now?
What you are doing now? Where is your consciousness going?
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We ask because we invite you to pay attention to your consciousness. Are you like a little ball
going up and down, up and down? “I’m happy, no I’m not. Happy! No, I’m not. Believe! No, I
don’t. Feel good! No, I don’t. Trust myself. No, I don’t.” Or?
Are you able to be in steady, glorious consciousness?
Steady, glorious consciousness with a fixed re-cognition of your Divine Attributes.
You wish to know of the Divine Attributes? We will offer you five. The Five Divine Attributes.
We encourage you, each day, to pay attention to one or to all five, it matters not. The Divine
Attributes are simply a map. A little map, because they do not offer you a direction. They
offer you a re-cognition, a re-membrance, a point of reference.
The First Divine Attribute
The first divine attribute that we offer to you is your body.
Your body is a Divine Attribute. IT…IS…a loving, Divine Attribute.
Can you accept your body as a divine attribute with ALL of its form and expression? The way it
looks, feels, tastes, smells, moves? The actions it offers to you? Your body is a Divine
Attribute.
We offer this as the first Divine Attribute because many cannot get beyond the first Divine
Attribute. If you cannot get beyond the first Divine Attribute, how can you ever fully embrace
the rest of your attributes? You will all-ways be stuck in this one.
IT…IS…imperative for YOU to re-cognize the Divine Attribute of the body.
Celebrate the body.
The body loves movement.
If you find energy in your life to be stagnant, we encourage you to be in Divine Movement.
Even in a chair creating mudras, you offer your-self a sacred yogic posture. An opportunity to
be in sacred movement. You may ask: “What about those that cannot move at all?”
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All they need do is to visualize the movement. You can be more powerfully moving in a deep
Divine Connection that anything you could manifest in this dimension. All movement is
wonder-full.
Your body is the first or Primary Divine Attribute. As you celebrate and re-cognize that
YOU…ARE…HERE…in this world. Celebrating the body assists YOU to move into the rest of the
Divine Attributes.
As you re-cognize the body, YOU…ARE…able to re-lease what many in this world have created.
The energy known as shame. Many, many, many in this world, live in an energy known as
shame. It often comes around the body, or the expression of the body, or the way the body
has been.
When you engage the mind as part of the body, you disconnect more. We offer this to you
because many forms of otherworldly beings will do their best to move into your emotional
stream of consciousness. To influence YOU away from YOUR Divine Attributes by creating
energies within you known as guilt, shame, fear and doubt2.
Of any-thing in this world, the energies to pay attention to are these four3. As you pay
attention, either do them very, very well…be very, very guilty; or allow your-self to be Divinely
Aware of the attribute of the body.
This first Divine Attribute is a power-full gift. IT…IS…the reason you took form!
Beloved children give yourself the gift of BEing in this form as a Divine Attribute.
Re-cognize and celebrate that every moment is a Divine Attribute gifted to YOU…
because YOU have this beautiful body.
YOU…ARE…in the glorious celebration of a Divine Connection, are you not?
Yes!

2
3

This is an early reference to the Five Medicines of the Shield of Zadkiel.
Guilt, Shame, Fear and Doubt.
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The Second Divine Attribute
The second Divine Attribute, beloved children, is your Soul Essence. We offer this to YOU as
an essence, a fragrance, a Divine Illumination.
If you wish to have a representation in this world, light a candle and gaze at it gently. Allow
your eyes to simply be soft, and watch the luminescent, the eternal dancing of the flame.
Beloved children, your Soul Essence is a Divine Attribute. IT…IS…the beauty-full fragrance
that has come and mated with this beautiful, Divine Body and said yes, let us dance.
Yes, let us have fun. Yes, let us grow evermore. Yes!
The Soul Essence brings gifts of great wisdom, expansion, re-cognition, and Knowing. If you
are trapped in the denial or condemnation of the Divine Attribute of the body, your Soul
Essence cannot come forward.
How do you invite the Soul Essence to come forward? Soul Essence comes forward by
allowing your-self to embrace the Divine Trust of your own essence…Divine trust of your own
essence.
If YOU ARE in Divine Trust of your own essence, your own BEing, your own re-cognition, then
indeed, YOU fully move forward into the celebrated glorious dance of Divine Knowing.
The Third Divine Attribute
YOU…have this beauty-full vessel. As you embrace the Soul Essence and the Divine Vessel,
and as we have discussed the ascended energies of BEing on this planet, we bring you to the
third. IT…IS…most important to re-cognize that YOU…ARE…a Galactic Citizen.
IT IS…the absolute understanding that YOU…ARE…much more than this world. The Soul
Essence, expressing in this beauty-full body, is much more than this world, this planet.
Even the word galactic is limiting! We could call it super-galactic-karatic-karatic!
Yes! Mondo big! Yes! And so, IT…IS…important to remember that.
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YOU…ARE…beloved children, much more than this world. It is only in your belief and
alignment that you are of this world only, that YOU fragment your-self.
When you become heavy and dense you are unable to fully express your Soul Essence.
Beloved children! A gorgeous, beautiful, glorious body that is in full re-cognition in expression
of Soul Essence understands galactic, universal, super-galactic-magnatic-carneamatakoo, big
energy, is able to dance! (much laugher again)
We offer this because IT…IS…that important. Many wish for you to simply be aligned with this
planet, this world, and this is OK! If you wish to just be aligned to this planet, this world, good!
Do it good!
And! If YOU re-cognize a greater recognition of your light, of your expansion, of your energy…
then gift your-self with that Divine Knowing, every moment of every day.
YOU have this beauty-full body that is celebrating and re-cognizing your beauty-full Soul
Essence as being magnanimously gorgeous, you like that? We like that. Magnanimously
gorgeous, and gorgeously connected from well beyond this world!
And there are two more wonderful points to celebrate and move forward with.
The Fourth Divine Attribute
The next Divine Attribute is: The Re-cognition that joy is the birthright of All beings
You say, “Oh Zadkiel, been there, done that, heard that, know it.” We say malarkey.
IT…IS…important for YOU to re-cognize that the reason we offer you this malarkey response,
is because IT…IS…important to know that if YOU truly re-cognize joy as the birthright of ALL
BEings, you would not spend one moment in pain! Not even one moment.
If you truly do not spend even one moment in pain, then we are the first to dance with you.
And! If you do spend one moment in pain, we are still the first to dance with you! We
celebrate that YOU know.
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When you spend even one moment in pain, offer yourself a reframe, a re-cognition that says,
“Joy is the birthright of every BEing, including myself!”
This is an important Divine Attribute. It cannot come prior to the first Divine Attribute, or the
Soul Essence of the second Divine Attribute. If it was prior to the body and the soul essence,
how could you ever understand another’s right to be? (the third Divine Attribute)
If YOU…ARE…unable to accept your right to your own Being-ness, your own Divine Essence,
your own re-cognition of joyous BEing-ness, how can YOU truly offer others that gift?
IT…IS…important for YOU to re-cognize that ALL of these Divine Attributes work together. The
order is offered to you intentionally. IT…IS…also important to re-cognize that YOU work with
them together. If YOU so choose to work with them together, it fully embraces, within the
energy of this world, a great and positive shift.
Beloved children of the One-ness, we offer these to you with great re-cognition. IT…IS…
important to KNOW, that this final point invites YOU, indeed invokes YOU, to re-cognize the
reason that you have continued expanding as light.
YOU have been, and are on, a joyous journey!
An opportunity to reconnect, re-live, to re-BE, re-visit, understand and KNOW.
The Fifth Divine Attribute
You are at the great time of multiple transition! This means that many are transitioning in
many ways! Yes! There are some that are transitioning in ways that may look very common in
this world. And there are many who are transitioning in many other ways.
Beloved children, as YOU ARE…at a great time of great re-cognition, this final point, this final
attribute, this final gift that we offer to YOU…in this moment…today…IS the gift of
Divine Re-cognition Within.
Let us explain.
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Divine Re-cognition Within means that YOU…ARE…without doubt, without fear, without
guilt, without shame, and without judgment. It means that YOU…ARE…truly in the
Divine Re-cognition Within. Not occasionally when you feel like you must be, not when you
are on your best Sunday behavior…ALL the Time. ALL the time.
The Divine Re-cognition within means that you have imploded back into the Divine Presence
of your own Being-ness. When you implode back into the Divine Presence of your own
Being-ness, you re-connect and fully express as a radiant being of Light.
For many this will not be possible while still in body, and you must know this too.
Your Divine Precious Being
You may say I want to model these five points. I want to be these five points. Also accept that
if you are judging yourself on how you are working with the five points, you are not in the five
points. We encourage you to think of these as a five-pointed Metronian star. Each point of
the star is one of these attributes. In the center is your Divine Precious being.
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Your Divine Precious Being radiates out as you offer your-self back. With each energetic
pulse sent forward from your-self, you call back into your-self the same pulse.
We offer to you a method to allow yourself a simple way to navigate or work, with these
beauty-full ways of BEing.
Pay attention to every thought! Pay attention to every energy you send out.
When your thought condemns another, whether you say it or not, you have instantly
put into action that energy coming back to you.
When your thought judges another, you have instantly put into action that energy coming
back to you. If you choose to do this, cool, just know that when it comes back, you created it.
You can say: oh good, done with that, and if you wish for it not to come back, call forth from
the Universe and release that thought.
Next time you feel that someone has challenged you, or injured you, or interfered with you,
stop in that moment and re-cognize the Divine within them. Re-cognize that joy is the
birthright of each being! Send to them a prayer of Love. I send to you beautiful one a prayer of
Love because I see the Divine working through you toward me, thank you. Versus: I’m going to
get you. OK, then get ‘em with love, go get ‘em!
It is important to re-cognize this. Love does not come from the emotional body.
It easily flows from one that is greatly centered in the Divine Attributes.
If you are centered in the attributes you will not need to think twice. Ooh, what a nasty
person, they cheat me, they do that to me, oh this one did this or did that: perhaps it had
nothing to do with you! Is it not most fascinating that the actions of others often appeal to the
ego of others?
IT…IS…important to re-cognize we offer this to YOU…because your world, right now, in this
moment right now, is calling in many demanding ways. IT…IS…all-ready calling in many
demanding ways. IT…IS…forcing your mind to start making decisions. IT…IS…inspiring your
mind to start BEing more aware and aligned with your Soul Essence. Do you trust your Soul
Essence?
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If you say yes, then back-check your-self. That means to re-cognize that you accept your body
fully and completely. Even if there is an ache or a pain, even if there is a little wart growing
somewhere, it does not matter. Yes! Whatever is happening, YOU must re-member to backcheck yourself. And as you do, you grow in Divine Consciousness and Divine Action.
Some may hear this and feel uncomfortable. They will say, “Hmmm, I do not know if I can do
this.” Beloved children YOU…ARE…all-ready doing it. Look how beauty-full YOU…ARE…now.
ALL we offer to YOU…now!
As you are working toward the assembly,
the glorious recognition and acceptance of the vibratory energies that are radiating,
on this planet, at a great level beyond measurement4.
Many of your scientists will say, oh, there has been no change. What they are not telling you,
is that they can no longer measure it. So, it is easy to say there has been no change because it
cannot be measured. There is not anything of your world, yet (wait a few years5), that can
measure what is happening. What you would call the device that can measure this energetic
input, output and shift, YOU…ARE…aware of. You have worked with these energetic measuring
devices before, in many, many, many times.
Beloved children! Move forward, at this time, with a great re-cognition, recollection and
remembrance, that YOU…ARE…the Divine in Action.
YOU…ARE…the Divine working through every breath, every activity, every moment.
Can you greet ALL with Star Consciousness6? It is a great practice, indeed is it not? For when
you greet each other Star to Star you see the Soul Essence of the BEing. In that moment, in
that spaciousness, trust is effort-less. Soul Essence to Soul Essence releases the question of
trust. IT…IS…simply a state of knowing, being, expressing and loving. As we love you.
4

This Insoulment was unlocked as the March 20, 2021 Equinox gathering, (WWAGlobalFestival.com) is being initiated. 2021 is also a moment
in this linear timeline experience where Collective AWARENESS of the Expansion of Consciousness has now exceeded all other time
experiences of this form. The timing of this unlocked Insoulment further documents the rising consciousness as the ‘measurement’ of the
planetary experience. A new “level” of measuring, that is available within conscious co-creation through the collective remembrance of mastery.
We are Actively LIVING this moment of conscious remembrance now as the Law of Instantaneous Manifestation.
5
As of March 1, 2021, these energetic measuring devices ARE now Being remembered into conscious creation.
6
A practice first described in Sri & Kira’s book, Sacred Union: The Journey Home.
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Beloved children, this is the summer of what many would call the discontent.
Your world will re-cognize and mirror back much discontent energy.
What do you wish to feel? Discontent? Disconnected?
Or glorious, jumping up and down celebration?
IT…IS…your choice. And IT…IS…up to you7.
ALL is not predetermined as so many would have you believe.
What is predetermined is your ability to love. Only YOU can
reconnect with that ability to love.
We stand here, as a witness8 to your love, offering back to you a
million-kajillion-bajillion-fold the Love that you send to us.
Beloved ones, WE…ARE…HERE.
WE…ARE…most READY, and indeed, WE…ARE…OPEN
to your presence. WE…ARE…GUIDED as YOU…ARE…GUIDED,
as WE ARE ALL in the Divine Knowing of Being-ness.
We will take questions.
Q: Does the summer of discontent have to do with lack of flow of prosperity and abundance?
This is part of it. There is only a lack of flow and abundance for those who choose to be aligned
in the chaotic interference energy. This is a very important question to bring up. The reason is
because you bring up some-thing that many want to better understand.
There will be a momentary blip in your monetary systems that will show a perceived
increase. It is a blip and a perception created to help others not trust what they know is
true. Within your own consciousness, trust what you know is true around your abundance.

7

The Uplevel Calendar for 2021 reveals that the First of the Three gates of 2021 will SEAL in July. It is also a month of Experience and the
Ascended Numerological code of 11. The MIRRORS Of the experience. Additionally, the up-level calendar reflects a period of “fire” from July 2-10
when a NEW VISION will reveal itself.
8

This is a confirmation of the Ninth dimensional presence as the Witness, Witnessing,
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If you truly trust your Soul Essence, all the gold you seek will manifest before thee. Do not
doubt that! IT…IS…ever abundant, and much more than a government may claim to have.
Hmm, yes!
Q: I’ve been trusting and yet I’m finding that there are physical changes in the body that I’m
observing, the skin is aging prematurely, and it’s been accelerating. How do I shift this and
become the glorious vessel that I know I can be?
What is it in you that believes this body is not gloriously manifest in the moment? Your body
will continue rebelling until you are able to say: OK, I am very happy with you as you are right
now, I will not fight thee, I will simply love thee. See Divine Attribute number one. Many
blessings.
WE…ARE…most complete. Know that WE…ARE…in Divine Abundant Joy with YOU. We
celebrate you, and we celebrate this time in your world. There is much more we could offer…
much more! IT…IS…imperative to take good time with what we have offered today.
Today we have spoken with you in Five different dimensional zones.
This is new. We have not offered this to you before. IT…IS… an Energy of Resurrection.
IT…IS…an energy that offers a portal of Deep Conscious Ascension.
When you can connect with each dimensional zone that has been offered to you today,
you will recognize the depth of each message that has been offered9.
We adore you. We love you. We celebrate you!
WE…ARE…most great-full that WE…ARE…HERE…with YOU…now.
We love you and so IT…IS.

9

Literally the day of the unlocking of this insoulment, March 01, 2021, is the first day of the ignited cycle of the sustained Torus Field of Infinite
creation as the expansion of concentric dimensionality. IT…IS…only in this moment that the vast sharing contained within this insoulment is fully
BEing received. A beauty-full blessing!
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